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LA ARAÑA 
Y LOS ELEFANTES

EN BOCA CERRADA
NO ENTRAN MOSCAS

LA LEYENDA 
DE CANTUÑA

A traditional song from
the Spanish-speaking
world inspires this story.
This is one of the songs
we sing when we are
little to learn to count the
numbers from one to
ten. How many elephants
can swing on a spider's
web? What do the
elephants do when they
see the spider web
resisting? 

En boca cerrada no entran
moscas is a saying that
means "if you don’t know
what to say, you better say
nothing."  In this story,
Mosca is in love and so
nervous that she does not
know what to say. She has
no words to express her
feelings and does not
want to mess things up, so
she decides to say
nothing. She wants to
think and observe before
she decides to talk. 

Inspired by Quito's most
famous legend, the story
takes place during the
Spanish conquest when
the Inca civilization ended,
and the countries that we
now know as Latin
America became Spanish
colonies. Cantuña is a
child of Incan descent who
survives the Spanish
conquest. He has to adapt
to a new reality in which
living like a Spaniard is
safest for him. Most
people see him as an
underdog, but his survival
spirit and wits keep him
alive.

Adriana Ramírez Adriana Ramírez Verónica Moscoso

BOOKSNEW
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¿QUÉ DIJISTE?

Inspired by the true story 
of Luis, a young man 
who grew up with a
hearing disability, it
shares a glimpse of his
life and how difficult it
can be to live in a society
that is not inclusive.

Adriana Ramírez

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1



POESÍA 
GRAMATICAL

GUÍA POÉTICA 
DE BOGOTÁ

Poesía gramatical is a
comprehensible poetry
book where each poem
has a specific grammar
focus. The poems tell
stories that are appealing
to young readers.

Guía poética de Bogotá 
is a collection of
comprehensible poems
where readers can learn
about places and
attractions in the capital
city of Colombia, Bogotá.
The poems are written in
accessible and
understandable Spanish
for beginning and
intermediate Spanish
learners.

Diego Ojeda Diego Ojeda

BOOKSNEW
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BUEN PROVECHO

Diego Ojeda

¡Buen provecho! is a
collection of 25
comprehensible poems all
dedicated to the foods our
students are always
talking about. This book is
an excellent resource for
learning food vocabulary
in a fun and engaging way.
All the poems are written
in very comprehensible
Spanish and in the present
tense. Enjoy the food!
I mean, the poems.

MOSCA, 
¿ESTÁS EN LA LUNA?
Margarita Pérez García

JUANA, 
LA AVANZADORA
Margarita Pérez García

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3



Long ago local hunters captured a white baby gorilla in the jungles of Equatorial
Guinea, a former Spanish colony in Africa. The rare and unusual creature soon
captured the hearts of gorilla experts doing field work in that country and was sent to
Barcelona, Spain. The white gorilla became an adored icon in the city zoo.
Set in Spain and Equatorial Guinea, the only Spanish speaking African 
nation, this story explores themes such as conservation, 
colonialism, exploitation, 
and the persecution 
of the outcast.

EL RATÓN PABLITO

PAPACITO

EL GORILA BLANCO DE GUINEA ESPAÑOLA
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Craig Klein Dexemple

A series of
comprehensible,
compelling mini-stories
with unique characters,
unexpected twists and
plenty of illustrations that
keep readers engaged and
wanting more. 

Craig Klein Dexemple

Renata is a remarkable,
unflappable girl with incredible
hair. Join her on a piñata-
propelled journey to distant
Spanish-speaking realms. Meet
bullfighters, wrestlers,
legendary ghosts, unusual
creatures, and more. 

LA PIÑATA DE RENATA
Craig Klein Dexemple

Valeria has fallen hard for
Juan Carlos, a handsome
boy from her high school.
She is willing to do
whatever it takes to win
his heart. Unfortunately,
her schemes often end up
putting her into awkward
and hilarious situations. 

Craig Klein Dexemple
Meet Federico and his kin, a
seemingly ordinary immigrant
family living in the U.S. As you
chuckle at clever jokes
intertwined throughout their
stories, you will discover that
the family is not so ordinary
after all. 

FEDERICO RICO
Craig Klein Dexemple

LOWNOVICE

    I write compelling and
comprehensible graphic novels 
   with vivid illustrations.LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 1



The fly hears this famous
expression and thinks:
'What is it to have a dead
fly face? Who has a dead fly
face? Me?' After practicing,
the fly finds a perfect dead
fly face. But does the fly
understand what it means
to have a dead fly face?

CARA DE MOSQUITA
MUERTA
Adriana Ramírez

La mosca lives with a
family. She wants to talk
to the dog, the cat, the
man, and the woman but
they don’t want to talk to
her. They ignore her! But
she insists because her
family is very special to
her. What does she do to
talk to her family and to
have friends?

EN BOCA CERRADA NO ENTRAN MOSCAS
Adriana Ramírez POR SI LAS MOSCAS is a collection of easy books for

Spanish students. Each story is based on a proverb 
or a typical expression of Latin America, and leads us 
to discover the richness of our language through 
fun and endearing stories where 
the main character is a fly.
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Pata Sucia is a clean fly
who feels like a fly in milk
among flies. She wants to
become a bee. But the
world around her doesn’t
always affirm her truth.
Can Pata Sucia reinvent
herself when she is stuck
in the body of a fly?

MOSCA EN LECHE
Margarita Pérez García

Mosca is a common fly
with an uncommon
problem: she is a one-
eyed fly. Mosca is a fly
that can't even fly straight!
Mosca lives amid the
garbage and collects trash
for a living. But Mosca has
a dream: she wants to be
a great circus performer. 

MOSCA, ¡¡MOSCA!!
Margarita Pérez García

In this story, Mosca is in
love and so nervous that
she does not know what
to say. She has no words
to express her feelings
and does not want to
mess things up, so she
decides to say nothing.
She wants to think and
observe before she
decides to talk. 

SOY YO LA MOSCA
Adriana Ramírez

There are many sayings in Spanish
that use the word MOSCA. 
The name of the collection is a saying.
It means JUST IN CASE!

LOWNOVICE

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1



Mosca wants to join the
Elite Space Academy and
go to the Moon. Astronaut
selection and survival is
tough, but for Mosca it is
even tougher. Mosca is on
the autism spectrum. 
Is she doomed to fail?

There are 6 books in the collection. The books are written in
present tense with high frequency vocabulary and with
fewer than 150 unique words. They are a treat for your
beginners. Get them all!

Itipurú y el monstruo del océano combines elements about New Zealand’s nature and
endangered animals with elements of Maori mythology. It is a fantasy tale with a universal
message about bravery in the face of seemingly impossible challenges, sacrifice for loved
ones and faith. Itipurú is the smallest chick in a blue penguin colony 
in New Zealand and he cannot swim. He is still moulting and has baby feathers. 
When an earthquake shatters the island, Itipurú is separated from his family. 
He must reach the new colony to survive, 
but will he make it with a vicious 
sea monster between him 
and his family?

Margarita Pérez García

POR SI LAS MOSCAS is a collection of books
written by Adriana Ramírez from Colombia
and Margarita Pérez García from Venezuela.

ITIPURÚ Y EL MONSTRUO DEL OCÉANO
Margarita Pérez García
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MOSCA, 
¿ESTÁS EN LA LUNA?

LOWNOVICE

A traditional song from the Spanish-speaking world inspires this story. 'An elephant was
swinging on a spider's web' is one of the songs we sing when we are little to learn to count the
numbers from one to ten. How many elephants 
can swing on a spider web? 
What do the elephants do 
when they see the spider web resisting? 

LA ARAÑA Y LOS ELEFANTES
Adriana Ramírez

I write Accessible books 
in easy-to-read format 
that beginners can really read!

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1

through my books,  I want
readers not to learn about
Colombia, but to learn 
from Colombia



Verónica Moscoso

Olivia y los monos  is based on the true story of the Mishahuallí monkeys. Mishahuallí is a
small village in the Ecuadorian Amazon where, for better or for worse, humans and monkeys
share their home. 
Olivia is a very curious 16-year-old girl who likes to travel and who loves animals. She travels
with her parents to Misahuallí. She is fascinated with the group of wild monkeys that live in
the town. The monkeys approach and interact with tourists and the town’s people and... 
Olivia y los monos is written almost entirely in the present tense with a smattering of past
tense and no subjunctive. With about 285 unique words (not including obvious cognates) and
plenty of repetition it's an ideal read for high beginner students.

La leyenda de Cantuña is a historical fiction novella inspired by Quito's most popular legend.
The story takes place in the 16th century during the Spanish conquest when the Incan
civilization ended, and the countries that we now know as Latin America became Spanish
colonies. Cantuña, the main character, is a child of Incan descent who survives the Spanish
conquest by luck. He has to adapt to a new reality in which living like a Spaniard is the safest
bet for him. Most people see him as an underdog, but his survival spirit and wits keep him
alive. La leyenda de Cantuña is written in the present tense. 
It’s an easy reader ideal for mid-beginner and high-beginner students. 
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LA LEYENDA DE CANTUÑA

OLIVIA Y LOS MONOS
Verónica Moscoso

MIDNOVICE

¡Buen provecho! is a collection of 25 comprehensible poems all dedicated to the foods our
students are always talking about. So this book is an excellent resource for learning food
vocabulary in a fun and engaging way. 
All the poems are written 
in a very comprehensible Spanish 
and in the present tense. 
Enjoy the food! I mean, the poems!

Buen provecho
Diego Ojeda

I WRIte comprehensible poetry.

I write  inspiring fiction 
based  on real events.

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2



NOVICEHIGH
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ME PERDÍ 
EN MEDELLÍN

EL PEQUEÑO ÁNGEL 
DE COLOMBIA

ALMA DE LOBO EL REY ARTHUR

Adriana Ramírez Verónica Moscoso Verónica Moscoso Verónica Moscoso

At seven, Marcos was sold
by his father to work as a
shepherd in remote Sierra
Morena. The older
shepherd suddenly died,
leaving Marcos alone. He
was lonely until a pack of
wolves adopt him. Marcos
survives in the mountains
and lives a life surrounded
by the animals he
befriends. At 19 he is
discovered and has to
adapt to humans. None
believe his stories until he
is in his 60s and an event
changes his life.   

Arthur’s journey began
when he attached himself
to the captain of an
extreme sports team who
was competing in the
2014 Adventure Racing
World Championship. It
wasn’t easy but, in the
end, Arthur was able to
win exactly what he
wanted.

Albeiro is only seven when
he befriends his elderly
neighbors. He finds out
that they are in desperate
need of help. So he uses
his exceptional abilities to
hustle, organize, and get
things done to help the
elderly. This story tells us
about Albeiro’s dedication
and achievements, and
how he fulfills his dreams
when he comes of age.
Albeiro's life is a lesson in
humanity and
perseverance.

A Canadian tourist arrives
in Medellín with his
friends, but he gets lost
with no cellphone data,
not a lot of money and
little Spanish. He meets a
local that offers him to
take him to his hotel, but
first they need to run
some errands. Through
running these errands, the
tourist has a beautiful
cultural experience. He
gets to learn a lot from
Medellín and its people
from the local’s
perspective.

LEVEL 2
LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2

Our stories are border stories
that show a different concept 

of history and challenge 
the status quo.



After her grandmother's
sudden death, Alondra is left
alone without a female
figure in her life. Alondra is
isolated, lost in her sadness
and her fears.
Fears? Just the one. Alondra
has a terrible phobia of
snakes. But she lives
surrounded by them.

HALLOWEEN VS  
DÍA DE LOS MUERTOS
Verónica Moscoso

Craig Klein Dexemple

INTERMEDIATELOW
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EL BRAZALETE MÁGICO

Margarita Pérez García

A hair-raising thriller
about a boy from America
who likes cowboys. Invited
to his friend's home in
Venezuela, he discovers 
 the exotic Venezuelan
plains. One night he sees
El Silbón, a creature from
Venezuelan folklore.

EL SILBÓN 
DE VENEZUELA

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2

After the Day of the
Dead in Mexico, Aleja, a
Mexican American teen,
plans to throw a big Dia
de Los Muertos party at
her home in California.
The tricky thing is that
her friend plans a big
Halloween party on the
same day. 

Diego Ojeda

POESÍA GRAMATICAL

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 2

JULIO
Adriana Ramírez

CHISTES PARA 
APRENDER ESPAÑOL
Verónica Moscoso

This is a comprehensible
poetry book where each
poem has a specific
grammar focus. 
The poems tell stories that
are appealing to young
readers.

In this book the author
tells us about her
experiences as a teacher
and what she learned
from one of her students.
This is an inspiring story
that has the tone of a
farewell letter, as her
student will no longer be
in school.

30 funny stories and jokes
from different origins,
illustrated with comical
drawings and written with
simple vocabulary, simple
grammatical forms, and
plenty of repetition. 



INTERMEDIATELOW
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MARÍA CANO
LA FLOR DEL TRABAJO

JUANA 
LA AVANZADORA
Margarita Pérez García

¿QUÉ DIJISTE?

Adriana Ramírez

Born into slavery in 1790,
Juana Ramírez dreamt of a
more egalitarian society
for mixed-race, indigenous
and black people. Juana
hoped to join in the fight
for independence against
the Spanish Empire, but
women were merely
companions of men who
were going to war. At the
age of 15, she joined the
fight and led an all-female
artillery unit. Did Juana live
to see her dream of
freedom come true?

Guaitipán was a warrior
leader who, alongside her
indigenous siblings, led for
years one of the most
powerful resistances
against the Spanish
conquest. Her story was
made invisible by the
Spaniards because to
remember her was to give
the indigenous people a
reason to feel proud, a
reason to have hope and a
reason to continue
fighting. 

María Cano was a
Colombian thinker and
politician who, at a time
when women had no
voice or representation in
society, raised her voice in
the fight for workers' and
women's rights. A victim
of political persecution,
Maria fought tirelessly so
that the poorest, the
exploited and those
without resources could
live a better life.

Inspired by the true story 
of Luis, a young man 
who grew up with a
hearing disability, this
book shares a glimpse of
his life and how difficult it
can be to live in a society
that is not inclusive.

Adriana Ramírez

Created by Adriana Ramírez and Margarita Pérez García,
REVOLUCIONARIAS is a collection of historical fiction 
about inspiring Latin American women from the
Colonization to the present day. The books in the
collection are long stories written in past tense with a
vocabulary between 300 to 600 word families. 
They are an ideal read for intermediate Spanish students. 

GUATIPÁN
LA LÍDER GUERRERA
Adriana Ramírez

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3



CORAZÓN 
SIN BORRADOR
Diego Ojeda

INTERMEDIATE LOW
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A collection of poems for
various proficiency levels.
All the poems are inspired
by everyday school life.
This collection includes
suggested activities for
each poem. 

A collection of
comprehensible poems
where readers can learn
about places and
attractions in the capital
city of Colombia, Bogotá. 

GUÍA POÉTICA 
DE BOGOTÁ

Three high school seniors
very different from each
other discover that all three
are undocumented minors.
Their friendship gets them
through when their lives
take unexpected turns, 
 they accept who they are,
join the DREAMers
movement, and start
fighting for their rights.

SOÑADORES
Verónica Moscoso

Amalia Mosquera is a
young nurse who has just
rented an old house in
town. She quickly realizes
that she is not the only
one living in the house.
Will she be able to live in
that house for long?

EL ENTIERRO
Adriana Ramírez

A 16 year old American
wants to enter a
photography contest. He
goes to Ecuador to visit his
relatives. While there, he
must deal with culturally
challenging situations. He
meets Carmen, a girl with
exceptional eyes. He wants
to photograph her, but…

LOS OJOS DE CARMEN
Verónica Moscoso

Diego Ojeda

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 3

To approach other cultures, we
need to read and listen to stories

written and told from the
borders, from the periphery.
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This book is a testimony
of our compromise with
nature and Earth. The
language of these poems
is comprehensible and
can be used with novice
high-proficiency Spanish
language students and
beyond. 

ACUERDO NATURAL

Diego Ojeda

NOSTALGIA 
MIGRANTE

This book is inspired by a
Colombian cyclist: RIGO -
a man who embodies the
resilience that is part of
being Colombian. No
matter how many times
we fall, what matters is
that we always get up
again. 

RIGO

Many times the difficult
things in life are the ones
that help us to get ahead.
This is an inspiring story,
based on true events, of a
Colombian cyclist who
made it very far, despite
the many difficulties he
faced along the way.

EL CÓNDOR 
DE LOS ANDES
Adriana Ramírez

The 2021-2022 school year will go down in history as a very different and slightly strange
year. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, schools had to change how they taught. Initially, the
classes stopped being face-to-face to become virtual classes. But pressure from civil society
drove schools back into buildings even though the pandemic was still a threat. This is how
masks became the most important school supply for students and the most effective
teaching tool for teachers. Sonrisas ocultas is a book that tells some of the stories that the
pandemic left in schools around the world. 

SONRISAS OCULTAS
Diego Ojeda

Adriana Ramírez

A collection of poems 
about the immigrants’
human experience: happy,
sad, nostalgic, hopeful, 
and optimistic. They reflect
all the emotions experienced
by those who have left their
home searching for a better
future. 

Diego Ojeda

LEVEL 4 LEVEL 4

LEVEL 4 LEVEL 4

LEVEL 4

INTERMEDIATE HIGH



UN NUEVO 
AMANECER

LA MARIMBA 
DE MI ABUELO

ES POSIBLE 
SOÑAR
Adriana Ramírez

A marimba in my
grandfather's house, takes
us on a journey through
time. On this journey we
discover the roots of a
family and connections
with nature, music and
with the past. 
When we know and accept
our roots, we can truly
understand who we are.

For decades, Colombian
coffee has been
recognized worldwide as
the best and the
smoothest. According to
experts, its beans have the
perfect attributes. But,
where does coffee
originate from and how
did it arrive in Colombia?
This is a wonderful story
that will take the reader
on an adventure around
the world, showing the
path of coffee...

This story is inspired by
real events of the Muisca
community, which
currently inhabits the
departments of
Cundinamarca and
Boyacá, in Colombia. This
is a more real and
authentic version of the
legend of El Dorado, which
seeks to raise awareness
about some of the abuses
experienced by the
indigenous communities
after the arrival of the
Spaniards.  

Carlos was born and
raised in Comuna 13, a
neighborhood in the city
of Medellín. This
neighborhood, despite
having a violent past,
reinvented itself through
art, becoming a tourist
spot visited by locals and
foreigners alike. In this
story we see how we
always have the possibility
to rewrite our lives, and
what once defined us
does not have to be what
defines us forever.

Adriana Ramírez

EL CAMINO 
DEL CAFÉ
Adriana RamírezAdriana Ramírez
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LEVEL 4 LEVEL 4

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 4

INTERMEDIATE HIGH

"The language that we inhabit gives us our place of
belonging. The language that we inhabit gives us our

memories. We have memories of our lands and
ancestors. When we write, we write from those

memories and from that belonging. and that gives our
stories an authenticity that is impossible to match."
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www.cpli.net

Acento Latino is a collective of independent authors
who write accessible literature for Spanish Language
learners. We write in our language about our stories
and we do it with respect for our people and our
culture. 

We celebrate our independence and the variety of our
books. As such, each independent author in the
catalogue is responsible for the quality of their work.

You can buy the Acento Latino™ catalogue, 
the books per level or individually from:
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ADRIANA RAMÍREZ



DIEGO OJEDA
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LEVEL 2
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MARGARITA PÉREZ GARCÍA



CRAIG KLEIN DEXEMPLE
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VERÓNICA MOSCOSO
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